Introduction and definitions
A natural representation of graphs is via geometric shapes placed in the plane with adjacencies determined by certain geometric properties such as visibility or distance. For example, bar-~isibility graphs (also known as bar-representable or e-visible graphs) are .those planar graphs whose vertices can be represented by horizontal line segments with . adjacency determined by vertical visibility; examples can be found in [14] . Here we consider rectangle-visibility graphs, where adjacencies among rectangles in the plane are determined by horizontal and vertical visibility. These graphs have obvious application to VLSI design and have been considered in connection with. circuit board design in [7, 8] , for their own sake in [9] , and were the subject under consideration at the Workshop on Visibility Representations, McGill University Bellairs Research Institute, February 1993. In this paper we characterize those complete bipartite graphs that can be so represented in general and when rectangles are not allowed to have collinear sides. We also give an upper bound on the number of edges of any bipartite rectangle visibility graph. The results of this paper (but with no proofs) have been announced . in [5] .
I a layout in which no two rectangles have a pair of collinear sides, the layout is called noncollinear and G is called a noncollinear rectangle-visibility graph.
By the thickness of a graph we mean the minimum number of subsets into which its edge set can be partitioned so that the induced graph on each subset is plan~. Hence a graph is planar if and only if it has thickness one. As bar-visibility graphs .are naturally planar, so rectangle-visibility graphs naturally have thickness at most two, seen by partitioning the edges into two sets corresponding to vertical and horizontal visibilities. Thus, in addition, a rectangle-visibility graph is the union of two bar visibility graphs. Kirkpatrick and Wismath [10] have shown that every planar graph is a rectangle-visibility graph.
The subject of this paper is rectangle-visibility layouts of bipartite graphs, espe cially complete bipartite graphs. This is a natural next class to study after the complete graphs, which ate fully understood in this setting. The largest thickness-two complete graph, Kg, is a noncollinear rectangle-visibility graph; see Fig. 1 . In contrast to the com plete graphs, bipartite graphs have the added complication that, while many vertices are adjacent, many vertices are not adjacent, leading to both visibility and nonvisibil itY requirements among the rectangles. In addition, the complete and nearly complete bipartite graphs provide a source of examples for distinguishing among various sub classes of the class of thickness-two graphs. Our results show that the thickness-two graphs, rectangle-visibility graphs, and noncollinear rectangle-visibility graphs are all distinct classes. Our result that Ks,s is not a rectangle-visibility graph is used in [9] to distinguish between the classes of rectangle~visibilitygraphs and doubly li,!ear graphs, which are those graphs that can be drawn in the plane, using straight lines for edges, in such a way that the edges can be partitioned into two sets inducing. plane graphs. (For an example, see Fig. 6 .) Ks,s is doubly linear, but it is not. a r~ctangle-visibility graph. Fig: 2 shows a rectangle-visibility layout of Ks,s minus an edge and Fig. 3 a layout of Ks,s plus an edge, demonstrating how a small change in a graph can affect its membership in the class of rectangle-visibility graphs. The latter layout also demon-' strates that the class of rectangle-visibility graphs is not closed under the operation of taking subgraphs.
. Another subclass of thickness-two graphs is the class 6f strong rectangle-visibility graphs, which permitS visibility along degenerate rectangles; i.e., visibility along a line (rectangles now are not permitted to have boundary overlaps). The analogous class of strong bar-visibility graphs has been studied in [1, 16] and elsewhere. In [16] it is shown that the noncollinear bar-visibility graphs form a strict subclass of the strong bar-visibilitygrnphs, which are themselves a strict subclass of the bar-visibility graphs. The .same subclass ordering is easily shoWn to hold for rectangle-visibility, but it has not been shown to be strict. Fig. 4 gives a strong rectangle-visibility layout of ~. 4 Bar-visibility graphs have been characterized by Wismath [17] , and indeperidently by Tamassia and Tollis [16] , as those planar graphs that can be drawn in the plane with all cut-vertices on a single face, and the question of whether a graph has a bar visibility layout.can be decided in linear time [10, 16] . It would be desirable to give a simple characterization of rectangle-visibility graphs, but nO'characterization has yet been found; neither has the problem been shown to be NP-complete, though it is an NP-complete problem to recognize thickness-two graphs [12] .
Just as bar-visibility generali~es naturally 'to rectangle-visibility, so rectangle-visibility can be generalized to visibility between objects in higher dimensions. In [3] 
Noncollinear representations of comp~ete bipartite graphs
Noncollinear bar-visibility graphs are those graphs having a bar-visibility layout in which no two segments have endpoints with the same x-coordinates. These graphs have been characterized by Luccio et al. [11] as those planar graphs that are ipo-triangular. A graph G is ipo-triangular if 'it has a planar embedding that can be transformed, by .successive duplications of existing edges into one in which every finite face is a triangle, known to graph theorists as a near-triangulation.
. No simple characterization is known for noncollinear rectangle-visibility graphs. It is easy to obtain a noncollinear layput for the cycles C" and for K 2 ,q. At the Workshop on Visibility Representations, it was conjectured that every rectangle-visibility graph has a noncollinear representation. For large q, however, the graphs IG.,q are likely candidates as counterexamples. A noncollinear rectangle-visibility layout of K 3 ,4 is given in Fig. 5 , and a layout of IG.,q with collinearities is given in Fig. 6 . By removing rectangles, layouts for smaller complete bipartite graphs can be obtained. In this section we prove that neither K 4 ,4 nor Kp,q with p.~ 3 and q ~ 5 has noncollinear rectangle-visibility layouts.
°
In the rest of this paper the vertices in the bipartite sets of Kp,q are denoted by "letters" (A, D, C, ...) and by "numbers" (1, 2, 3, ...), respectively, and in a rectangle visibility layout rectangles are referred to as letter-rectangles or number-rectangles ac cording to the type of vertex they represent. Furthermore, we assume throughout that p~q.
Given a rectangle Z in a .layout of a graph G, define Yl (Z) and Y2(Z) to be the y-c'Oordinates, respectively, of the lower and upper sides of Z, and Xl (Z) and X2(Z) to be the x-coordinates, respectively, of the left and right sides of Z. We denote by N(Z) (resp., E(Z), S(Z), W(Z)) the one-way infinite "visibility bands" of all points in the plane to the north (resp., east, south, west) of Z; H(Z), the horizontal visi bility band of Z, is the union of 
number-rectangle that intersects H(Z) can protrude above H(Z) (similarly, below H(Z), to the left of V(Z), and to the right of V(Z»).
Proof. If number-rectangles i and j both protrude above H(Z), then by Lemma 1, Z sees both i and j along its top edge with one to the left of Z and the other to the right of Z. But then i sees j along the top edge of Z. 0 
Lemma 3. For each pair of letter-rectangles in a nonco//inear rectangle-visibility lay ,out of Kp;q, at most one number-rectangle intersects both letter-rectangles' horizontal visibility bands (and similarly for the letter-rectangles' vertical visibility bands).

Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that YI(A) < YI(B) and xl(A) < xl(B). If
H(A) and H(B) are disjoint, then any number-rectangle that intersects both must pro trude above H(A
number-rectangle i intersects the horizontal visibility bands of two letter rectangles A and B, where YI (A) < YI (B), then it intersects the horizontal visibility . band o/every letter-rectangle C for which YI(A) < YI(C).( YI(B). The analogous result holds for vertical visibility bands.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a C, with YI(A) < YI(C) < YI(B), such that i does not intersect H(C). Then i must intersect V(C); indeed, i must intersect N(C) since i Camlot intersect both S(C) and H(B). Assume without loss of generality_ that XI (A) < x2(B) as well. We consider two cases depending on whether or not H(A)
and H(B) are disjoint
Case 1: H(A) and H(B) are disjoint, so that YI(B) > Y2(A).
Then C is fully contained in H(A), and so there is some number-rectangle jthat blocks C from A. By Lemma 2 j does not protrude above H(A) since i does, and hence j does not intersect H(B). Thus j intersects V(B); it follows that j is to the right of A, and hence
Since q ~ 4, there are still two number-rectangles, say k and m, that all three letter rectangles must see. No more number-rectangles can be seen by C on its left, which is fully blocked by j by Lemma 3. No number-rectangle can be seen by C on its right, since the number-rectangle would have to protrude' above or below C to be seen by A, but cannot by Lemma and to the right of A so that C and A must be blocked by a ntunber-rectangle j. But Proof. Suppose K 4 ,4 had such a representation, and consider a 4 x 4 matrix whose \ (Z, i)th entry is H or V depending on whether number-rectangle i intersects the 
Layouts of complete bipartite graphs with collinearities
In this section we characterize the complete bipartite rectangle-visibility graphs (with out concern for collinearity). These are precisely Kp,q, p ~ q, with p at most 4. The proof of necessity is a proof by contradiction, again' making repeated use of the Pigeonhole Principle as we did in the previous section. The key observation here is contained in Lemmas 5 and 6 and Corollary 7, where it is shown that, if we have some rectangle-visibility layout of Kp,q with p,q ~ 5, then two letter-rectangles and two number-rectangles are forced to have certain positions relative to one another. By a somewhat technical argument, given in the proof of Theorem 4, we are then able to show that the relative positions of the remaining rectangles are also forced, leading to a contradiction if p and q are both at least 5.
Lemma 5. In any rectangle-visibility layout of Kp,q with 5 ~ p ~ q, there exist two -letter-rectanglesj say A and B, that each see two or more number-rectangles in the same direction, say in E(A) and E(B).
Proo~. Given a rectangle-visibility representation, consider a pxq matrix whose (Z,i)th 
Lemma 8. Given a letter-rectangle 2 in a rectangle-visibility layout of Kp,q, at most two number-rectangles that intersect H(2) can protrude above H(2). (Analogous re sults hold for· protrusion below H(Z), to the left of V(2), and to the right . of V(L).)
Proof. Suppose instead that three number-rectangles intersect H(Z) and protrude above it, say 1, 2, and 3 consecutively from left to right. Then 1 must be blocked horizontally from 2 above H(2) by some collection of letter-rectangles; assume U is one of these letter-rectangles. Similarly, assume that W is a letter-rectangle that (partially at least) blocks 2 from 3 horizontally above H (2) . Now U must see 3, so U must protrude either above or below 2. .If U sees 3 below 2, then consider the possible ways that 2 could see 1, 2, and 3. If 2 is left of U, then U blocks 2 from 2. If 2 is right of U, then U must not extend as far as the bottom of H(2) so that Z can see 1. Thus 2 must be to the right of 3 in order that U can see 3 below 2. But then 3 blocks 2 from seeing 2.
Thus U does not see 3 below 2 and so must see 3 above 2; by a symmetric argument W sees 1 above 2. But then W must protrude above U, blocking U from seeing 3, which is a contradiction. 0 Lemma 9. Given a rectangle-visibility layout. of Kp,q, . Proof. If not, then one. or more letter-rectangles must block i' from j along the ver tical line of visibility x = max(x\(i),x\(j)); let U be a leftmost letter-rectangle of these letter-rectangles. But then U must be blocked horizontally from Z by a third nuniber-rectangle m. This is impossible under either of the leriuna's assumptions about i and j. 0
.. Kp,q is not a rectangle-visibility graph.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction, so assume there is a rectangle-visibility rep . resentation of Kp,q, with p ~ 5 and q ~ 5~ By Corollary 7 we may assume that letter-rectangles A and B both see number-rectangles 1 and 2 in E(A) and E(B). We may also assume, without loss of generality, that x2(A) ~ x2(B), y\(A) ~ y\(B), and x\(I) ~ xl(2). We break the proof into three cases as follows:
, B is fully contained in H(A). (3) Y2(A) ~ Yl(B), Le., H(A) is fully below H(B).
-We show first that Case 1 is impossible and Case 2 reduces to either Case 1 or Case 3. Note then that 1 cannot extel\d below B or it will block B from 2. We know also that B must be blocked from A; suppose 3 is a number-rectangle that blocks B from A. We claim that. 
YI (l) ~ Y2(2).
If not, i.e., if YI (l) < Y2 (2) , then there must be a letter-rectangle C blocking 1 from 2 in H(B). Consider how C might ~ee 3. If C sees 3 above 1, then 3 blocks A from 1; if C sees 3 below B, then C blocks B from 2. Thus we must have YI(l) ~ Y2(2), Le., H(1) is fully above H(2); cf. Fig. 8 . But then this is essentially Case 3, with the roles of the letters and numbers reversed. So to complete Case 2, suppose A does not see one number-rectangle on one side of B and one number-rectangle on the other. Then we argue as in Case 1 that such a configuration is impossible.
The argument in the third case is more complicated.
Case 3: Y2(A) ~ YI(B), Le.,H(A) is fully below H(B).
It follows that 1 and 2 must extend below H(B) to be seen by A. Thus 1 and 2 must be blocked from one' another along the line of sight Y = Yl (B), say, by a letter-rectangle C. By determining how many rectangles are seen in each direction by the rectangles B, C, 1, and. 2, we ascertain the positions of additional rectangles, leading to a contradiction. Note that 1 cannot extend above B, or it would block B from 2, and similarly 1 cannot extend below A; cf. By relabeling if necessary, we may assume that 4, as well as 3, hits W(C), S(B), and E(A) (although 4 may no longer follow 3 in E(A) as described in Claim 5).
In the remaining claims we show that C, D, and F Cannot all see 3 and 4 under these assumptions, giving the final contradiction. 
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The fact that not all thickness-two graphs are rectangle-visibility graphs is also shown nu., in [9] , where it is proved that a rectangle-visibility graph with n ~ 5 vertices has at 8.
most 6n-20 edges, and that this bound is best possible for n ;?; 8. By Euler's Formula, tend a thickness-two graph can have (and many do have) as many as 6n -12 edges. It also loss follows from Euler's Formula that a thickness-two bipartite graph can have as many as =3 4n -8 edges. We use techniques similar to those in [9] to show that a (not necessarily ng i complete) bipartite rectangle-visibility graph on n ~ 4 vertices has at most 4n -12 edges. This bound is easily seen to be exact for n = 4. For 5 ~ n ~ 9, Theorem 5 implies that every complete bipartite graph on n vertices is a rectangle-visibility graph, '!sp., and each such graph has at most n 2 /4 < 4n -12 edges. For n = 10 the bipartite -rectangle-visibility gi-aphs with the most edges are 14,6 andKs,s minus an edge, each with 4n -)6 edges. Indeed, the 4n -16 edge bound is tight for 7 ~ n ~ 10, as well rlap, as for K 4 ,q, and we conjecture that this is a tight bound for n ;?; 7. For each n ~ 16, sees there is a bipartite gx:aph with n vertices and 4n -12 edges that is a' subgraph of a r;; (4) rectangle-visibility graph [13] . . ------------------------'-----------------,--------------------'._. ------'---=----:._._----.;~- Now suppose that we have a rectangle-visibility layout of a bipartite graph G. Select a rectangle R 1 with N(R)) empty and with the greatest y-coordinate for its bottom. Move R) northward until its bottom is at least two units above the top of any other rectangle; then make the height of R) one unit and expand it horizontally until it is exactly as wide as the whole layout. _Then R) retains all of its previous visibilities plus possibly some more, some representing bipartite edges in the new graph and some nonbipartite edges. Indeed the previous vertical visibilities of Rl are unchanged, and R) now also sees vertically any rectangle R that previously had N(R) empty; furthermore, if a rectangle R' was previously visible to R) horizontally, then the maximality condition on R 1 guarantees that N(R') was empty. In addition, the movement of R) may have added visibilities between other pairs of rectangles, representing bipartite or nonbipartite edges.
Tom
Next select R 2 with S(R2) empty and with the least y-coordinate of its top; R2 =F R). Move R 2 southward until its top is at least two units below the bottom of every other rectangle; then make R2 one unit high and expand it ,horizontally until it is as wide as the original representation. The new R 2 has retained all its previous visibilities and again there may be some new bipartite and nonbipartite visibilities introduced. R) and R 2 mayor may not _ be mutually visible along a vertical line.
Select R 3 =F R),R2 with W(R 3 ) empty and with the x~coordinate of its rightmost side as small as possible. Move R 3 westward until its left side is two units west of_ the present configuration. Make R 3 one unit wide and increase its height until its top is even with the top of R) and its bottom .is even with the bottom of R 2 • The new R3 retains all previous visibilities and is horizontally adjacent to R) and R2. Finally, repeat this same procedure with R 4 =F R),R 2 ,R 3 selected to have E(R 4 ) empty and the x-coordinate of its left side as large as possible. The height of R 4 should be the same as R3 's, and again R 4 is horizontally adjacent to R) and R2.
Let G' be the resulting rectangle-visibility graph of this new layout, so that G is a (bipartite) subgraph of G' and in particular a subgraph of the bipartite edges B' of G' (i.e., the edges of B' form 'a bipartite supergraph of G). The graph G' decomposes into two planar graphs, as does the set B': call the latter two sets B~ and B~, which represent, respectively, the horizontal and vertical (bipartite) visibilities of B'. Now count the edges of B'; recall that by Euler's Formula a planar bipartite graph with n vertices has atttlost 2n -4 edges. In B~ the vertices corresponding to R) and R2 have degree at most 2 and so, by Euler's Formula, IE(B~)I ~ 2(n-2)-4+4 = 2n-4. .f
